


diffcrcnt kitids, and the kind of the components chang:t~s in 
both sparr and time according t(t) a grant1 l)li311 IlOt sllb.jc~rt 

to errors. 

In 1083. lising SOII~P of Kurdyiimov’s i&as. (:Ars con- 
strlirtctl a oncl-tlirl7c.risional Wlllllilr space A,1 rnl~ablr of re- 
liable computation. Any comput,at.ion using a. onc-dimcns- 
ional array of K perfect automata and taking T steps ca.n 
1~ rrnnIc+~l on M using K logc(ICT) cells and T lo$(liT) 
steps (e is a constant). However, t,he const~ruction and the 
initial encoding of the inputs is quite complex. 

In 1984, Reif noticed t,hat a three-dimensional rral-t,irne 
reliable computing medium can In\ constructed usiug onr of 
Toom’s error-correcting rules in two dimensional slices and 
the rule of an arbitrary ollr-dirllcllsiollal rurtlium across the 
slices. The reliability of thr iulini1.e version of t,his construc- 
tion follows from [T 781. H owcver. Toom’s proof uses an 
elaborate topological argument, tlc~c~loped from t,he PrierIs 
argument of statistical physics. that wr could not, ada.pt t,o 
an efficient finite version of t.hc throrcrn. (&ics used t,he 
technique of “/c-sparse srt,s of errors;” tlevrloprd in [C 831 
to give a morr straight,forwartl proof of Toom’s theorem. 
I:sing this rrsult. OIW can now do t,hc following. Given 
R cells of a onr-tli1~lrrlsiorin.l medium D working for T 

steps, onr can build a t,hrrr-diliic~lisiolial medium IV on t,he 
wt. { 1.. . . , h’} x Zz,,. Here rr) = log’ ” (KT) a.nd Z,,, is 
t,he group (0.. . . 1 tt) - I} of remainders uiodulo m (wit.11 
Z, = Z, t,lir set. of integers). When started with the al)- 
propriate input, (each site in a torus-shaprd slice {i) x Z& 
receives t,hc same input symbol). t,he medium M will siru- 
mate D reliably nt.ep-for-st,ep, without. any t,ime delay, for 

T steps. 

This construction contrasts remarkably wit,h the one 
given in [G 831. A newer version of this lat.& construction 
works wit,h a constant space-redundanry fact,or (O(K) cells 
ncedrd for K cells of input) and logarithmic time-delay. 
The present result has no time delay, i.e. it, is real-time, and 
has a space factor log Pi6 ( KT). Moreover, the encoding is 
just repetition, with no decoding. 

The largest error probability permittSing already reli- 
able computation is computable from the proof given below. 
However. 11o att,cmpt was made to find a t,ight bound. Ben- 
nrt t‘s rxperirnent,s on Tofioli’s (:ellular Automat.a Machine 
give convincing empirical evidence t.hat. TOOII~‘S medium is 
noncrgodic at error probabilities below 0.05. 

Acknowled~rment: Charles Bennrtt‘s experiment,s with 
TOOII~‘S media and his discussions of t.he relat,ed physics 
were an irirport.ant source of inspiration. Conversat.ions 
w it11 Leonid Leviri were also helpful. 

2. Stnt.eIllc~Ilt of t1w rcwlli 

As a notational convenience, we define, in analogy with 
Pascal and real analysis, the intervals 

[u...b] = { 31 E Z : a 5 3: 5 b}. 

[a...b)={xEZ : a<z<b}, 

etc. Let G = [-I . . . 13. F or any function / and any subset 
H of jts domain of defInit.ion. we will denote by j(H) t,he 

restrict ion of 1 t,o H. ‘cz’c will apply this norion a little 
loosrly. so if s[l] [ ] ‘, .7 t) 15 a string and 1 < i < n then 
t,y I[; + c;] we itlean tire string .r[; - I]I:[~]E[~ + I]. An 
r-clittn9isionnl tffetliarrf (rellr~lr1r cttrl0?r/fllorf, ~rlllLl~1~ s~pflfC) 

D is giveu lay a finit,e set .S = $1) of St,ilt~T and a transit ion 
frlnct,ion D that orders a value D(r) E S to all funrtions 
1 : G’ - s. 

The set, W of rclls, or sites is the direct product of r sets, 
each of t.hf~ni Z,,, for some n/. For sonic positive integer t,ime 
limit, T, let 1’ = [O ,,. T] x IV. A function z : V - So, is 
railed an et4ctiort of t,he mctlium D over W. An evolution 
I is callrd a trajectory if for ail I < T and tu E W we have 

I[/ t l.w] = D(r[t,w + (:‘I). (1) 

For r = I the right side is D(zr[r. II: - ~],z[~,u~],z[w + 11). 
WC say that an error orcIirred in I at, (f + 1. u*) (with respect 
t,o D) if (I) tlors not hold. If y is a trajectory then the 
c‘vcrlt.x[7*] # .I[ ] I tf is a rlevinlion (of t,hr rvolution z from y). 
Int,uit,ivrly. it nlrdiurn is reliable if it can keep the number of 
cleviat ions sniall tIespite t,hc occasional occurrence of errors. 

ExltIIlpk~: TOOIJI Z t~~o-rlinlcn.~ion;rl error-correcting 
IJJW~~IIIIJ R. This titetliriut can br defined for any fi- 
iiit.e stat,e-slu~rc. Let us define first the majority func- 
tion Maj(z. y, z). If two of the thrrr arguments coincide 
t 11~ t.heir common value is the value of Maj, otherwise 
,Z1;1.j(r.y, 2) = t. Put 

H = {(0,0), (0. I), (I,o)}. R(x[C’]) = Maj(z[H]). 
(2) 

III words, rule R says: “to ohtain your next statr. take 
thr majority arrlorlg your rurrent state and the state 
of your c*ast,crn and northern nrighbor“. Any constant 
function is a trajectory of R. To fix the example. sup- 
pose S,j = {0,1}. and y is the identically 0 trajectory. 
For some function r, we have an error in z[t,w] if 
it is not the value obt,ainrd by voting from the triple 
r [l -I, UJS H] . while we havr a deviation if z[t, M] = 1. 

Let. ([[l, uj] : t 5 T. ~1 E M’) IN a syst,em of random vari- 
ables. 1Ve say that < is a p ‘prrturbation of D if for each 
subset B of 1’ the prol~ability that for nil t* E J3 an error 
occurs in [ at 1’ is tesh than p H’. (This condition is satisfied 
if t11e errors occur i~~dc~l~~~~l~lc~~ltl~ with probability p.) \Ve 
will sag that [ is ii ,J prrturbatioii of a trajectory y if it is a 
/j perturbation of D with [[O. VT] = y[O. u:] for all u’ in U’. 
Our goal is to fiud situations in which if the probability p 
of error is small then the prol~ability of deviations is also 
kuiall: in other words. errors do not arcuinutate. 

Lrt. us 1~ given a11 arl)itrary orlc,-tlirllrnsional mrdiuni 
11, and t.lie (possibly infinite) integers K, T. For any intc- 
ger 771. wr delItie the scat5 II’ = Zk x Z& (our spare) and 
V = [0 .._ T] x II’ ( our space-time). For any trajectory r of 
D on [0 . . . T] x ZK . we define t hr function y : 1’ - .+‘I, b! 

y[t, 71. i. j] = r[1. n]. (3) 
Thus, each cell of thr one-dimensional medium D is re- 
peat.rd tf1’ times, on a whole “plane” (a torus for finite m) 
in 11.. 

Tl~rwre~n Thw is a fhrrc-dimrnsiona/ medium Af with 
S1, as its set of states. nntf a ronstant C and function f(n) 
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such that lint,,, ( 01) = 0 Uld th hhW;JJ~ hOhiS. FOJ’ HII 

K,T. there is an 

m = (I~I,(KT))“~(~~), 

such that for any trajectory I of D over [O...T] x ZK, if 
the trajectory y of M over C’ is defined by (3), then for any 
p-perturbation 6 of y and for all v in V the probability of 
[[u] # y[u] is less than Cp’l*. 

The theorem says that in case of t,he medium M and the 
trajectories y, the probability of devi.at,ion can be uniformly 
bounded by Cp’ia. The trajectories bf encode (by (3)) an ar- 
bitrary computation in an arbit.rary cellular space D (e.g. 
a universal Turing machine), hence this theorem asserts 
the possibility of reliable computation in three-dimensional 
space. Moreover, the encoding used is a simple one: repe- 
tition log ‘+‘(KT) times. The de coding is even simpler: if 
a plane of W represent,s a state A of a cell of D then each 
cell in this plane will be in state .q with large probability. 

3. The idea of the proof 

We define 

M(z[G3]) = D(R(z[-1,G2]),R(z~[0,G2]),R(z[l,G2])) 

where the rule R is given in (2). 

Remark I: Majority voting over a centrally sym- 
metrical neighborhood would not work. Charles Ben- 
nett’s computer simulations convincingly show that 

such rules eliminate small islands by a phenomenon 
strikingly similar to surface pressure. Surface pressure 
is a function of curvature, hence a large island will grow 
if the error probabilities favor its growth. 

If m = 00 then our theorem becomes, a special case of The- 
orem 1 in [T 781. Toom probably did not notice this conse- 
quence of his results since he gives only examples of media 
with a finite number of periodic stable trajectories, while 
our-construction gives a continuum of stable trajectories 
(in three dimensions), and a countable number of periodic 
stable ones. 

The proof in [T 781 is rather difficult, and what can be 
obtained from it immediately in the finite case is an m as 
large as K + T. Here we give a new proof of Toom’s the- 
orem (at least its special case for th,e rule M: some gener- 
alizations will be obvious), using the technique of k-sparse 
sets developed, following Kurdyumov’s ideas, in [G 831. 
This technique also led to a simpler proof of Tsirel’son’s 
result. Our proof of Toom’s theorem is not necessarily 
shorter or more elegant but its guiding idea is more ele- 
mentary (even if some details are messy), therefore maybe 
more widely applicable. Also, it, gives a sharper error bound 
leading to m = log’+‘(KT). 

We suggest the reader to look at. the special case when 
D(z,y,t) = y, i.e. the cells of D just want to keep their 
state forever, without looking at t,heir neighbors. In this 
special case, the trajectories x[t, n], y[t, UI] do not depend 
on the time 1, and the planes {n} x Z& of the medium M 
work independently, each trying to keep the value z [0, n] . 

We can thcrcfore igtrore the parameter n., and we are left 
with the medium R of the Example. Without loss of gen- 
erality, WC can suppose then that SD = (0,X) and that y is 
0 everywhere. The essent,ial part of the general proof given 
below concerns this special case. The proof is easier to read 
if we just forget of the extra dimension. 

Let [ he a p-perturbation of y. We want to prove that 
for appropriate values of m and c, for any 1, us we will have 
([~,uJ] = 0 with probability 1 - c. Thus whenever some 
island of cells in state 1 arises as a consequence of errors in 
t, it will he quickly emsed, preventing the proliferation of 
cells in state 1 for a very long time. 

Why is Toom’s rule R likely to have this property? For 
simplicity, let, us first assume m = co. For any real numbers 
o, b, c, let us define the triangle 

L(a.,h,e)={(x,y)fZf,, : -~<a, -ysb, s+ylc}. 

We will call t.he numbers n, b,c in the triangle Z = L(a,b, c) 
its meaeurementcr mj(Z), (J’ = 1,2,3), and call ]I] = cr+b+c 
the size of I. If the size is negative then the t,riangle is 
empty. The following proposition is easy to verify for t,he 
medium R. 

Lemma 1 Suppose that z is a trajectory and z[t, us] = 0 
for all III outside L(a.,h.c). Then x[t + l,u~] = 0 for all 111 
outside L(a. h, c - 1). 

In other words, in the absence of errors, if the devia- 
tions are enclosed in a t,riangle L(a, b, c) at time t then this 
triangle shrinks to the triangle L(a, b,c - 1) by the time 
t + 1. It is this speed of shrinking (independent of size) 
that distinguishes Toom’s rule. 

Remark 2 The rule (among similar ones) for which 
Toom proved in [T 741 that it can keep a bit of in- 
formation, was different from R. Instead of squeezing 
any kind of island in the same way, it squeezed an is- 
land of O’s from northeast and southwest, and an is- 
land of l’s from northwest and sout,heast. This proof 
can be relatively easily converted into a proof for the 
finite case (with logarithmic redundancy). However, as 
Leonid Levin noted, these rules do not, seem to be appli- 
cable for reliable computation, since the rule D acting 
across planes can convert an island of O’s into an island 
of l’s, undoing the effect of squeezing. 

In the presence of errors, Toom was forced to abandon 
graphic reasoning, replacing it with an irrvolved topological 
construction for the estimation of the probability of devia- 
tion. We will develop a framework in which we will be able 
to make a graphic assertion similar to Lemma 1. For some 
k, a triangle L(a, b, c) containing the “errors of order k” will 
shrink, in unit time, to a triangle L(a+ttk,b+vk,c+ ~1: - 1) 
where c~k is a “drift speed” never larger than, say, l/4. 

4. Sparse sets in space-time 

The goal of this section is to prove that the set of er- 
rors has a certain sparsity property. A set is O--sparse if it is 
empty. Informally, it is k + l-sparse if, with the exception 
of a few spots that are far from each other, it is k-sparse. 
“Far from each ot,her” will mean for us that in every “win- 
dow” of a certain size, there will be only few of these spots. 
Let us define the windows of the required sizes. 
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The cubic window w(n) is defined as [-n . . . n)3. This 
set is empty for negative n and is defined only for n < m/2. 
Let us fix a large positive integer Q: its value can be found 
at the end of the proof. For any nonnegative integer k, put 

pk = Qk(lc!)‘2(:). w, = t1;(3&), v, = [o...Pk) x wk. 

For i=2,3,4 ,..., we define iv, by [0 +.. iPk) X w(3I’Pk). 
Any translation vk + (t,w) of Vk will be called a copy of 

vk. 

Now we can define k-sparsity recursively. A set E in 
space-time is k + l-sparse if for every copy 1 of vk+, there 
is a set, {J,,... ,J,k} of copies of 3Vk such that the set 

E~Z\(.J,U~+-UJ,~) 

is k--sparse. Here ‘\’ is denotes set-theoretical difference. 
We say that E is k-sparse on a. set S if En S is k-sparse. 

Lemma 2 There is a constant p such that the following 
holds. Let t be a p-perturbation of a trajectory. Let A be 
a union of N copies Ai of vk. Let p be the probability that 
the set of errors is not k-sparse on A. Then we have 

p < N#)- ‘. 

Proof: Let E be the set of errors. Notice that a set is k- 
sparse if and only if its intersections with every copy of vk 
are k-sparse. We prove the lemma by induction. It holds 
obviously for k = 0 and a small enough p. We assume that 
it holds for k and prove it for k + 1. 

Let pk denote the probability that the set of errors is 
not k-sparse on 2vk. We define two partitions PO and P, 
of A into copies of 2vk+1 as follows. Partition Pj consists 
of the intersections with A of all copies of 2vk+ 1 whose left 
corner is a vector of the form 

Pkt1(2(io.6x’,.6i2,6i3) + j(l,6,6,6)). 

Thus, the corners of the blocks in partition PI are in the 
centers of the blocks of PO (and vice versa). Since each Ai 
is rovered by at most 16 elements of PO. the size of PO u Pz 
is at most 32.V. Suppose= that. A contains a copy I of vk+ I 
such t.hat E is not k + 1 -sparse on I. Then I is contained 
in an element K of PO U PI, hence E is not. k + l-sparse on 
K. Thus WC have 

PI =Nm+,. (4) 

We now estimate pk+ ,. Let us subdivide K in the manner 
described above, into two partitions Ro and RI consisting 
of copies of 2vk. The number of elements in Rj is at most 

(pk+l/pk + 2j4* Let li be the event that there are dis- 
joint elements Jo,. . . , Jzh of R = R. u Rl such that J, n E 
is not k-sparse. We prove t.hat pk 5 Prob[U]; especially, 
we prove that if U does not occur then the set of errors is 
k + l-sparse on K. 

Suppose that U does not occur. Then there are ele- 
ments JI,, . . , J 2~ of R with the property that if E is not 
sparse on an clement. Jo of R then Jo intersects with one of 
J, . . . . . J,h. If Jo intersects with, say, J1 then it containes 
the renter of J1. Therefore Jo is contained in the copy II of 
3c’k which we obt,ain from J, by,bIowing it up by a factor 

1.5 from its rrnter. Let us form fz, &, . . . similarly. We 
prove that E is k-sparse on K \ (I, u . . + u I,,) and thus 
k + 1. sparse on K. If t,his was not so then there were a 
copy L of v& in K such t,hat E is not k-sparse on L. This 
L is contained in an element Jo of R which, in its turn, 
must be cont,a.ined in I, u . . . u I,t . 

We proved pk. 1 5 Prob[ll]. To estimate Prob[l/] note 
that for each set JO,. . . , J,k of disjoint elements of R, the 
probabilit,y that the set of errors is not k-sparse on any 
of them is less than pi’ ’ ‘, The total number of possible 

sequences Jo,. . . , J,k is less than (Rlzk + ‘. Therefore 

Pk f I 5 (z(pk+I/pk + 2)4pk)*k-+' 

= (Q(k t 1)22k4’ + ‘i)2L+‘+4pkp~L. 

IJsing the induct,ive assumption on 2vk, we have 

Pk < 24p&-1 

Hence 

PkP:’ 5 P 
2(L:‘)-‘pz(:)-122k+‘+t 

Subst,ituting (5) and (6) into (4) gives 

(5) 

(6) 

where 

PI NP 
dki’)-‘/(&,p) 

/(k,p) = pZL+(Q(k + 1)22k+2 + 8)2‘+1+4. 

It is now obvious that for a p small enough we have 
/(k,p) < 1 for all k. . I 

5. Sparse sets in space. Shrinking triangles. 

In formulating the analog of Lemma 1 in the pres- 
ence of errors, the statement “z[f, UJ] = 0 for all w out- 
side L((L, b, c)” must be replaced by a statement “the set of 
cells in state 1 is k-sparse outside L(a, b, c)~. The sparsity 
needed here is a concept of spar&y of devialions in space, 
analogous to thr sparsity of errors in space-time treated 
in the previous section. It is convenient to use triangular 
prisms for this purpose. 

For a set J of triangles we denote by U J their union and 
by IJI the sum 23~~~ IJI. If we also need a notation for the 
number of element,s for a set. J of triangles, we will denote 
it by #J. For a triangle I = L(a, b,c), we define the new 
triangles 

bkl = L(a+Pk.b+Pk,C+Pk). dkl = L(a-Pk,b-Pk.C-4). 

The first is a blowup. adding a trim of width Pk. the srrond 
is a deflation, by the same amount. 

Let us define the projection 7 of the three-dimensional 
space to the two-dimensional space of a slice b> 

-/(TV Y, 2) = (Y? 2). 

The inverse r of 7 converts a triangle into a prism wit.11 a 
trangular cross-section. Put 

A,J = TUdkJ. 

For a triangle J we put &f = At {J}. 
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It is easy t.(J vt,rify t.tlf* fiJkJwiIlg: If the t,riangl(*s Z and 
.Z have nonrmpty int.erscction then t.hr smallest triangle K 
cont,aining their union has siac < 111 + 1.11. Moreover. we 
have dkZ u dkJ c d,K. We transform a finit-e set I of t,ri- 
angles into a set. I’ of disjoint triangles in the following wa.y: 
we successively replace any pair of intersecting triangles in 
the set with the smallest, triangle cont.aining their union 
(this process will 1~0 called mcrying). FLS long as any we find 
intersecting t,riangIes. Wr havr 

r/,1 c d,I’. II’] 5 111. (7) 

Thr tlrfinition of k sparsity in space’ Irlakcbs USA of a largr 
constaut c,, which WC now sot to 

f-0 = 157. 

A subapt E of II’ is 0 np~r~ if it is c*mpty. It, is k + I spnrac 
if for cvcry copy Z of 11*(2Z’k , ,) t.hcrcl is a set J of t,rianglcs 
with 

IJI 5 c&h 
wch thnt th= srt 

EnZ\AtJ 

is k- sparse. By (7). it does not rhangc tlic definition if we 
rcquirc t,he triangles in J to hc clis.joint. 

Xow we are ready to formulatr thr g(*ncralizat,ion of 
Lemma I into a form that takes (‘rrors int,o account. 
Lemma 3 says that. if the set. of errors is k- sparsr a.nd t.hc 
set of deviations outside a trianglular prism is initially k 
sparse then size of the prism decreases a unit, at, a thr 

in the way given in Lemma I; however, the errors may 
also increasr it with speed 3~ where IQ is a small number. 
With the inductive proof in mind. we have to formulat,c‘ t,hr 
lemma somewhat more generally. It s.pelaks of a spt, I of dis- 
joint triangles inst.cad of one trianglc~. and the k -d(aviations 
are confined into the prisms built on the defat,ions of these 
triangles. Also. the set of errors will not hca k sparse* rvery- 
where: only outside the prisms ronncctcd with a subset M 
of our triangles. Thct triangles of thi!, subset will t.hcn not. 
ncrcssarily shrink. but they will not bc inflated fester t,han 
t‘k. Put 

r, = 8ro + 161. 

Let us introduce the “drift spell” 

Let I br a set of disjoint trianghs. and ht U be a subset of 
I. \Vc form a new set 3 = Fk(U. I) in tlic> following way. If 
Z.(o.b.r) is in N then wr put into 3 thcl triangle 

L(fl t vkPk.b+ ukPk,c + t’kpk). 

If L(n. b.r) is in I \ M thrn wr put into 3 thr trianglr 

Thu* for triangles ill M. WC inflate thc~rn by the- “nuisance” 

f’(/.n) II. [ /.../) x ; .f,...n)J. 

(?I? + U(/. fl)) \ &I. 

(I + [O...Pk)) x ((ID + f’(l,tr)) \ AkM). 

TIIV Ierlllllil will bc provrd by indnct,ion. It is rrrta’inly 
trur for k =- 0. Let. us assume that it, is true for k. ~ \VP 
prow it for k t 1. Of coursr, WC ca.n put, II* = I = 0. 

It is eriotigh t,o provr t,lle lemma for I = 7t = 34.# I. 
Iriclrrtl. Irt us call f/q t 1!(1.?)) t.110 itfilinl irlinrlorrl and 
w+V(l - z$,,.n - Pk , 1 ) tlic, jinnl widow. Thr coriclu- 
sion is the> k + 1 spnrsity of the set of deviations on a 
subsc*t. of tlic> final window at, tirnr Z$ ( , , Sinrr the ‘drf- 
inition of k f 1 spnrsity uses windows t/1 ,+- lV(2Z’k+,), the 
conclusion is t.rur if it is trur for all possihlr initial windows 
II) + w (3Z’k , , ). Thcrrforc from now on. put 1 = n. = 3pk , , , 
i.e. V(/, n) = w(n). 

Lrt. us look at t.hc> t.imr inst.ant,s qpk for q = 0, I, .‘. , r 
wit,h r = Q(k + 1)22k. For each q, WC will define the set I, 
of triangles such t.hat. thr following condition (S,) holds. 

($,) : at, t.irne qpk. thr set of deviations is k--sparse On 

Each clemrnt. of I, and all ot,her triangles crcat,rd iq the 
prorf:ss will havr anccsloru: these are elf~rnent~s of I also 
rallcd big Iriattglea) or some “drviation triangles” or “ h rror 
trianglc~s” dc+inrd Iat.rr. Two kinds of operations are /used 
to form thr elrmfmts of I,. Onr kind involves changink thr 
mrasurcmcnts of a triangle. In t.his case, the ancestobs of 
thr new triangle will hc thr ones of the old triangle. 1 The 
other kind of’ operat,ion will br taking a few triangles1 and 
rrplacing them with thr smallest t.rianglr containing 1 hem 
(merging). In this ras(‘. t,he ancestors of the new triringlr 
are all ancestors of the old ones cont.ained in it. 

The c,lemrnts of I,, with no big triangle ancestors korm 
the set Jq. Thrse triangles come purely from deviation4 and 
errors. Eventually. WC will show that 

~ 

l.J(L\JA cUdkdk+d~d (8) 

and 
lJrl < ~2~. (9) 

This will provr the lemma for k + 1. 
First wr dcfir~r 10. According to the assumptions. the 

srt of dc~viatiolilr is k t 1 sparse* at tirnr 0 in w(n) \ a,. 11. 
This m(‘ans that for all windows .4,. of the form 11’ + 
I\‘( 215,. , ) thsrr is a sot K, of triangles such that IK:.,I < 
co2kpk and t hcb scst of deviations is k sparse on thcs sc’t 

A,,. \ (Ak . 11 u &Ku<). 
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Let K he the union of bkdk. l I and t.he eight sets K,, wit,11 
U: = (e,.eZ.cz5) where e, = fl. The elernrnt.s of K,. are 
called t.he deuialion Irianglecr. The set of deviations is k- 
sparse ou U’(ti) \ AkK. To see this, we have to check that 
the set of deviations is k- sparse on B \ AkK for any copy 
B of IVk. This is true. since B is contained in one of the 
eight cubes A,,. Put Iu = K’ (see (7)). This choice of Iu 
satisfies (So). 

Suppose that. I, was defined satisfying (S,). We show 
how to define I,, ,. According t,o the conditions of thr 
lemma. the set of errors is k + 1 sparse over Li, 1 i There- 
fore there is a set J of 2” copies of 61; such that the set, 
of errors is k- sparse in vk \ AkK. For f-ach q. ~1% dldinc a 

set Jt of triangles assoriat.ed with t,he errors. This set will 
contain a triangle Z for each elcmi~ut 

.I = J,, x J, x Jz x J:< (10) 

of J for which ,Za has a nonempty int.ersrct.ion with the time 
interval [qpk . . . (qt 1)Pk). Sinrf? J is a copy of 3l’k. the size 
of Ja is 3Pk while the size of Jl. Jz, .I, is lSZ$. The t.riangle 
I is the smallest triangle such that .Zz x .Js C dkr. We have 
111 = (2 . 18 + 3)Pk = 39Pk. The c~lemcnts of $ are called 
the error triangles. Put 1: = (I, U $)‘. Let Ut be the 
set of triangles in Ii which either have an ancestor in M or 
cont,ain an element of J$. We define Ig, 1 = Fk(Ut,It). This 
definition automatically satisfies (+.l) via the induction 
on q and k. 

For each element Z of I, let us denote by T,(Z) the 
element of I, whose ancestor it is, provided there is such 

an element. We will show t1ia.t. 

and 

Tq(J) c I (11) 

mj(TO(~)) i m](r) •t (%I + $+pk - 9, 1. (l-4 

The first operation on I was bo form bkdk +t I. If this op- 
eration did not, eliminate Z t,heu it, decreased each m)(Z) 
by Pk.+, - Pk. Next we added K,,,. Forming K’ means re- 
peated merging. The sum of the sizes of all K, is at most 
8c&?‘9. Thcrrforr as long as no two pairs with big triangle 
ancestors are merged, the right,-hand side of (12) estimates 
the measurements of any t,riangle with ancestor I. For Q 
large cuough, it. is true for any k that, t,ho right-hand side 
of (12) is smaller t.han ml(Z). Therefore the t,riangles with 
big-triangle ancestor I are contained in I. But since the 
big brianglrs are disjoint, as long a.s t,heir descendants are 
contained in t,hem t,hcy will never be merged. Hence (11) 
and (12) hold for q = 0. Not,ice that we also got 

IJnl < 81h’,,,I 5 8cdkpk. (13) 

The rtlat,ion (II) will be similarly evident from all esti- 
mates below: if it. is true for qT it will lead t,o estimates on 
rn]( T,, , 1 (I)) that make it true for q + 1. 

For all big tria.ngles Z we have 

where d(Z, q, j) = 1 if $ is empty, Z $ M and j = 3: other- 
wise, d(Z. q. j) = 0. Indeed, t,o construct I,, , we a.dd ,??, 

perform mrrgcs and apply Pk. The merges increase each 
measurement by at most @I. The operation Fk increases 
each measurement by t?k& and in some cases? decreases 7723 
by Z’k. This is the case if $ is empty and Z e U. 

Let us estimate xq I$I. Each triangle in $ has size 
39Pk and comes from a block J of the form (10). Since the 
length of t.he time projection .Zu of .I is 3Pk. it can intersect 
with at most 4 intervals of the form [qZ’k . . . (q + l)Pk). and 
give rise t.o 4 rlements of & $. By definition. WC have 
#(J) 5 2k. Hence 

2: #(Jcy) 5 4.2”. (15) 
rl 

and 

c /$I 5 39pk 2‘#($) 5 156. pkPk. (16) 
P v 

NOW WC estimate t~~(T~(l)). Lrt us first assume that either 
j = 1,2 or j = 3 and I E U. Then d(l.q,j) = o for all q. 
hence summing (12) and (14) and using (16) we have 

Vl;(T,(I)) - TLj(l) < (8~ + 157)2kf5, I- rvkpk - pk+, 

= (c, - 4)Tkpk + vkPk+ 1 - pk. 1 

XZ 9, ,(vk + -!.?T.!! - 1). 
Q(k + 1P 

(17) 
Hence 

nL,(Tr(I)) - fTLj(I) < Pktl(“k+l - 1). (18) 

Assume now that j = 3 and I e U. Then (14) gives a 
better bound if $ is empty. It turns out that this is 

t,lii* case for 1iios1 q. Indeid. $ is riontmpty at, most as 
many times as t,hr n~xirrnun nurrthcr 4 . 2’ of error trian- 
gles (set (15)). This decreases the right side of (17) by 
(r - 4 ’ zk)pk = pk (, - 4 ’ zkPk giving 

m(T,(~)) - r%(I) = Pki!(lJkr, -2) 

Equations (18) and (19) prove (8). 

(19) 

It. remains to prove (9). We have 

IJ,. I 1 - IJ,I i 141 + 3Ijkpk#($). (20) 

To see t,his, rcmen~bcr that, t,o get Jq + t . we first merge the 
clemrnt,s of Jq wit,h t,hose of 3:. This gives a size increase 
of at, most /$1. Then, we apply Fk. It does not increase 
the triangles t,hat do not have ancest,ors in $. (Indeed. 
it decreases their size either to 0 or by the amount (1 - 
3tJk)pk.) Each triangle with an ancestor in $ increases in 
size hy at most 3ukPk. This gives the second term. We get 
from the above formula, (13),(15) and (16) that, the sum of 
/JoI and the sum of all positive increases in IJ,I is at most 

(8e~ + 136 + 12t,k)2kpk. (21) 

Now we prove t,hat there is a time p such that JP is empt,y. 
To see this, let us recall from thr previous paragraph that 
when $ is empty then t,hrn each element of Jq either van- 
ishes hy the operation Fk or decreases in size by the amount 
(1 - 3?!k)Pk. Suppose now that J,, never vanishes. Then in 
all (c)(k + l)* - 4)2k st.eps when $ is empty, the size of 
Je drrrcascs hy t,hc; amouut. (I - 3t?k)pa. This, (provided, 
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as always, that, Q is a large constant), is a larger decrease 
than the increase in (21), a contradiction. 

We are now ready to prove (10). Since t,here is a p such 
that Jp is empty we can use the sum of all positive increases 
in (20) to estimate J,. This means omitting 13~0 from the 
first factor in (21): 

lJ,l < (156 + 21et)2’Pk. 

Since we defined co = 157, the inequa1it.y (10) is proved for 
a large enough Q. I 

By the same iamma. the probability that El does not hold 
is at most 

(23) 

Indeed. it follows from (22) that Z& is co:ntained in a copy 
of kV/, 1. Hence our whole space-time can be covered with 
[K/fil[T/Pfl copies of Vt. We choose 1 such that (23) 
becomes p < p. For small enough p. this is achieved by an 
integer I = Ill] + 1 where 

I, = (2loglog(KT))‘? 

7. Proof of t,he tltworcm We hnvo 

Lcmrna 4 Suppose that the sef. of errors is k-spiirse in 

I 
0 2 

= ii/2 + 1.51, + 1 < loglog + 1.51. 

Vk _ 1. If the set of dcviatjons is k -I- 1 sparse at time 0 in 
Wk- 1 then the set of drviatjons is k sparsa at time I’,,, in 
@‘k . 

Proof: The proof is a repcatrd application of Lemma 3. 
By the assumption of this lemma and (7), there is a disjoint. 
set 10 of triangles with the propert.y that 1101 5 ~2’ and 
the set of deviations is k sparse in U;,, \ AkIo at, time 
0. Therefore Lemma 3 is applicable with 1 = n = 3Pk+i, 
I = 10, and empty M. Let us define recursively 

Hence 

m < 6l’l= OQ’(l!)22(:) < ]og(J3’)2’(‘00+ 1°KQ ’ 1.s) + hf’ 

which for large Ii gives, say 

m < log(h’T)‘+ 3” . (24) 

Let us now suppose that Ea and El hold; the contrary 
event happens only with probability O(P’/~). 

I p-1 = (f-k(&Ip))‘. 

Lemma 3 yields that at time Pk, the set of deviations is 
k-sparse on U’(3Pk+i - Pk) \ 1,. Applying the lemma to 

w@pk+l - Pk) and Ii we get that at time 2Pk, the set of 

deviations iS k-sparse on w(3Pk,, - 2Pk) \ Is. COntinUing 

this way, we get that at, time Pk + 1, the set of deviations is k- 
sparseon w(2Pk+s) \ I, where r = Q(k + 1)22’. It remains 
to show that I, is empty. This will be so since whenever 
I p+l is not empty we have 

l&~-l1 5 II,1 - (1 - 3uk)pk. 

Hence if I, is not empt.y then (1 - 3i’k)Pk.i 5 IIa( < 2kPk, 
a contradiction. I 

The Theorem follows from Lemmas 1 and 5. Indeed, 
let X and T he given. The number rrf will be chosen to 
have the form 

m = SP, (22) 
for an appropriate integer 1. Let (!,u!) be any point in the 
space-t,ime 1’. Let us define the sequence ta.ti,. . . ,l, and 
Ik. .fk by 

10 = f. ff- ] = fk - Pk.,, Ik = (tk.U’) + k;, Jk = ,I] + w, 

where 1, is the first eIement of the sequence for which t, < 0 
or n = 1. If we imagine the direction of time pointing down- 
wards then the sets Ik are three-dimensional blocks forming 
a reversed tower on top of each other. The base of rk is the 
Set Jk. 

Let Ea be the event that for all k = O,l, 2,. . . n - 1, the 
set of errors is k-sparse on I,+ i . Let El be the event that 
the set of errors is l-sparse on the whole V. By Lemma 2, 
the probability that E. does not hold is at most 

Let us remember that we have not used anywhere the 
fact that the one-dimensional rule D used in the definition 
of A4 is homogenous in time (or space). Everything remains 
unchanged for a medium Dt(r. y, t) dependent on time. 
Put D*(z,y, z) = D(r, y, z) with the old D for t 2 0 and 

DI (2, y. z) = y for t < 0. We only consider p-perturbations 
[[t, w] of the new medium A4t in which with probabitity I 
we have ([t, U] = [ [0, w] for all t < 0. All earlier results 
remain in force for this ad hoc generalization. 

Now we can verify that at time tn the set of errors 
is n-sparse in .I,. There are two cases. If 1, < 0 then this 
follows from the remarks of the previous paragraph: t.he set 
of deviat.ions is actually empty. If n = I then this follows 
from El. 

It follows from E. and Lemma 4 that. t.he set of devia- 
Cons is I( - 1 sparse at t,imc I, _ 1. Cont,inuing this repeated 
application of E. and Lemma 5 eventually gives that there 
is no deviation in (I. up). Inequality (24) shows that nz has 
the required bound on its rate of growth as a function of 
KT. I 

Resrlark 3 We did not t.ry to find a close approxi- 
mation of the largest p for which our medium already 
resists p-perturbation. The lower bound that can be 
obtained from the proof as it is, is probably less than a 
millionth. On the other hand, Charles Bennett’s exper- 
iments indicate tha.t the actual value. at least for the 
medium R, is around 0.05. If inst,ead of a short proof, 
the goal is a sharper lower bound then almost every 
part of the above proof can be improved. 

8. Conclusions 

kco(Q(k + 1)22k)4p2”) ’ := O(p112). In this paper, a three-dimensional reliable cellular com- 
puter was given wkh an extremely simple construction. 
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Any automaton ronsist,ing of r&able cotr1ponent.s can bc 
simiilated in real-time, and cssrntially wit(hout ctnrotling. 
but using rrprt irion about log2 (KT) times, i.c. wit,li infor- 
mat.ion storagr capacity of about, I/ log’(ICT). 

A newer version of t,hc one-dimensional reliable cellu- 
lar automata in [G 831 h as logarithmic time-delay, but 
positive constant information storage capacity. It remains 
open whether there is any ~radcofl between these possibili- 
ties. The two-dimensional case is intriguing, since a three- 
dimensional cellular medium is not, really physically real- 
izable in three-dimensional spa.cc (each component turns 
free energy int,o heat at a constant r&c. hence needs a long 
privat.e wire for feeding). 

Bringing t.hc throrct,iral and cxporimcnt.al error bounds 
closer (see Remark 3) is a challc~nging t,ask. Even if Toom’s 
medium is nonergodir at, error probability p, it, is not proven 
(but. likely) t.hat all st,at,cmcnt,s of t,hcx theorem (especially, 
the logarithmic uppc’r bound on m) follow for this p. 

There does not stem to bc any rea.son for the exponent 
1 t f in the t,hrorem. If the comput.at,ion is only the keap- 
ing of R hit for T steps t,hen t.hr const,rurt,ion and proof of 
[T 741 can be adapted to get, no = O(logT). Some more 
topological insight. will probably also adapt, the proof in 
[T 781. Then the only merit, of this paper’s proof will re- 
main its rohustnrss and (relat,ive) simplicity. 
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